How to make visible this event of 'figuring'; how to make the intangible tangible, to articulate that which is pre-articulation? What different systems of notation and annotation can be developed for marking and identifying the moments of 'figuring' within live investigative action? Firstsetting up the conditions. Live exploration: open field of investigation. Practices of attention, of somatic hyper-sensitizing, raised awareness. Second -perceiving in action, 'marking' through 'clicking' . Audible sound used for signalling 'something is happening' . Notation of a notion or even inkling; hint towards a qualitative shift in awareness or affordance. Click as pre-lingual placeholder, non-judgemental, a parenthesis awaiting content, yet to be filled. Video records: indexical document, aide-memoire. Third -for each click we strive for a corresponding name, rolling language around in the mouth, fragmentary, without syntax, agrammatical semantic play. Figure - we use the term 'figure' to describe the point at which figuring coalesces into a recognisable form, figuring's dynamic vitality crystallized towards communicable content. Distillation. Constellation. Kinetic inscription. Performance. Drawing. Thick description: singular subjectivity of an ambiguous I. The impersonal immanence of an inter-subjective voice distilled from recorded conversation. We conceive the 'choreo-graphic figure' as a performative, relational and contingent assemblage; recognizable or identifiable while at the same time motile and instable, capable of evolving. 'Choreo-graphic figure' as a notational event, incorporating the potential of movement and materiality, temporality and spatiality. A form of 'embodied diagram': a multi-modal, multi-dimensional, durational intensity, performed entanglement of visual-spatial, verbal-linguistic, bodilykinaesthetic sensibilities. We ask: how might the performed 'figure' be a system of notation in and of itself; re-activated in the hope of giving rise to the experience of figuring from which it emerged. We seek modes of notation between the lines, inhabiting the interval between choreo + graphic, sign + non-sign, visual + textual, being + becoming. A rhizomatic network of interrelated figures is imagined. Here, we offer only one - ), we consider notation (and its related technologies) through a diagramming of the multiple, at times competing, forces and energies operative as drawing, writing and choreography enter into dialogue through shared live artistic exploration. Conceived as two interweaving artists' pages we explore these concerns through two interrelated concepts: the notion and notation of (I) figuring and (II) the (choreo-graphic) figure. 
